Illindala wins YIP Award

ECE Assistant Professor Mahesh Illindala was named among the Young Investigator Award winners from the Office of Naval Research (ONR). The ONR Young Investigator Program (YIP) is one of the oldest and most selective scientific research advancement programs in the country. It funds early-career academic researchers, or investigators, whose scientific pursuits show outstanding promise for supporting the Department of Defense, while also promoting their professional development. Story: http://go.osu.edu/illindala

Makeathon 2016 Recap

The second-ever Makeathon at The Ohio State University, was even bigger this year thanks in part to a collaboration between OHI/O and several student organizations. You can find my story here: http://go.osu.edu/make-recap

Thanks The Lantern reporter Tinae Bluitt for stopping by and featuring her review on the front page: http://go.osu.edu/lantern-make

You can also find a bunch of photos from the event here: http://go.osu.edu/makeathon-pics

Or, click on this link to find my short video from Sunday’s showcase: http://go.osu.edu/make-vid

ECE two make Reuter’s 2015 highly-cited list

Reuters’ 2015 list of Highly-Cited Researchers includes ECE professors Ness Shroff, Ohio Eminent Scholar in networking and communications, as well as Heshem El Gamal, professor of information theory, coding and wireless communications. Full story: http://go.osu.edu/cited-2015

Current set for PPIHC 2016

Buckeye Current announced its return to Colorado Springs this June to participate in the 100th anniversary of the Pikes Peak International Hill Climb. Full story via CAR: http://current.osu.edu/?q=PPIHC-2016

ECE List of Links

http://www.facebook.com/eceosu
http://twitter.com/OhioStateECE
http://go.osu.edu/ece-linkedin
http://youtube.com/user/ECEosu
http://meetup.com/OSUECE-Alumni

ECE Open House Tailgate
Save the date: April 16